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"At least it proves that your reasoning is correct..." Minister Wei qubaba.

"If the police or the procuratorate prosecutes me, this signal diagram can be used as
evidence and easily overturned. For example, it can't be proved that the corresponding
call and number of this signal diagram belong to the capital. Even if it can be proved
that the relevant call is the capital, it can't be proved that the relevant number belongs
to the internal staff of Lota." Conmber said coldly.

"Oh..." At this point, the clue is interrupted again.

"Hum..." During the conversation, conmobei's mobile phone rings.

Seeing the call from Shen Hedan, the North path of Kangmo starts directly.

"Hello, conmobei, the photo of the blaster you provided. We found out where the man
is. He's not in the capital. He's in a very remote place."

Hearing this, Kang Mobei said decisively: "grab it back!"

"Mm-hmm, I'm on my way. I'm afraid you're worried. I'll tell you first that I've been
caught, but my men say that the blaster seems to be very poor and crazy."

"Ha ha, chess pieces have become abandoned pieces. I'm very lucky to be able to save
my life." Kangmobei hung up the phone in a hurry and prepared to drive to Shen
Hedan's office.

The blaster's face was full of panic, and he was dragged by several men in black suits
to a place he didn't know.

"Mr. Shen, Gao Shun is back. The blaster has caught him." The Secretary hurried in
and said to Shen Hedan.

Shen Hedan has been concentrating on dealing with related matters recently. Hearing
the news, he stood up in a hurry: "bring it in quickly."
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"Yes." The Secretary answered and went out.

Soon, the Secretary opens the door again. Gao Shun grabs the ragged Meng Tongyuan
and rudely throws him in front of Shen Hedan.

Meng Tongyuan was scared to death. He was treated rudely and was scared to pee his
pants on the spot.

"Spare me! Please spare your life Meng Tongyuan knelt on the ground, shivering.

Looking at the ragged Meng Tongyuan, Shen Hedan was puzzled: "are you Meng
Tongyuan? The blaster? "

Meng Tongyuan looked up with expectant eyes, then nodded: "it's me, but that I've
already told you I don't know anything

"What do you mean..." Shen Hedan asked in his heart. At the same time, he guessed
how Meng Tongyuan, as a key witness, could How did you end up? He was
abandoned in the remote mountain area, isn't it Has Meng Tongyuan lost his threat to
Letian?

With a bad guess, Shen Hedan said: "don't be nervous. I'm not from Letian. You must
remember what happened at that time and what happened later. Please tell me."

"I have said everything, and the evidence has been given to Lota. I What I said can't be
evidence. Please let me go Meng Tongyuan begged in pain.

Sure enough, the bad guess seems to come true: "I won't hurt you, I just want to know
the truth, you said, I can let you go, you need money, I can also provide some, as long
as you tell the truth."

Hearing this, Meng Tongyuan looked at Shen Hedan with incredible eyes: "really?"

"Well, go ahead." Shen He Dun is patient.

"That The explosion was really an accident. I couldn't concentrate at that time, so I lost
my mind. After I recovered, because the director urged me, I thought he was urging
me to detonate, so So I pressed the trigger button... " As he spoke, Meng Tongyuan
was full of pain.

"And then? After you know you've made a mistake, did you call the people in Letian?
" Shen He Dan asked.

Meng Tongyuan nodded: "well They told me to run immediately and go back to the



company. Unexpectedly, after I went back, I was imprisoned in a mental hospital. The
doctor also issued a medical certificate that I was suffering from mental illness. They
threatened me to cooperate with them, or I would die... "

"This So you've lost your qualification as a witness. " Shen He Dun's secret way.

"It doesn't matter if there are witnesses. In this case, they don't know how much
gunpowder is needed for blasting, and how large an explosion will be caused by the
same amount of gunpowder. As long as they prove that gunpowder is too passive, they
can clear the suspicion." As Meng Tongyuan spoke, he became more and more
rational.

After a pause, Meng Tongyuan continued:

"I'm the only qualified blaster on the scene. I know what kind of blasting effect
different quantities of prop fried eggs can bring. They asked me to modify the script,
because I witnessed the scene. The purchased prop fried eggs were not only detonated
at that time, but also five kilograms of prop fried eggs were put in the warehouse of the
crew They just need to add a blasting play to the script to prove that there are two sets
of blasting scenes, and the amount of props purchased can be equal. The original
setting of the blasting play is to detonate ten kilograms of props. The revised script
only needs six kilograms, but the actual detonating ten kilograms can prove that they
have been "cheated". The directors are all powerful witnesses. I I'm useless. "

When Shen Hedan heard the speech, his doubts were finally solved - why Meng
Tongyuan was so abandoned, because after he cooperated, he had no value.

"Gao Shun, arrange him to have a day off first. I'll discuss with kangmobei about the
countermeasures, and then talk to him," Shen Hedan said to Gao Shun, the leader of
the security team. He turned back and politely said with a shallow smile, "don't be
afraid, they won't hurt you. Have a good rest."……

Kangmo North Shanshan came, after hearing the plan of Letian, laughed.

"What are you going to do?" Shen He Dan asked.

Conmber was still thinking, and did not answer immediately.

It was originally 10 kg, but it was changed to 6 kg after tampering with the script. In
addition, various witnesses proved that the prop fried egg was secretly added a lot It's
a little clever.

Kang Mobei always thinks that the breakthrough lies in the blaster Meng Tongyuan,
who is now "proved" to be a mental patient. If he tries to prove that the medical



certificate is false, Meng Tongyuan is qualified to provide testimony as a witness, but
the subsequent proof is more complicated, proving that the script has been usurped and
the director is perjury These people are hard to break through.

On the other hand, as long as Lota bribes a few people who need money and are not
afraid of going to jail to turn themselves in, he can "admit" that he did it himself. After
several years in jail, he can get a lot of money, and the people who make this kind of
money can't be found.

"Headache..." A word from Kangmo.

Shen Hedan had no choice but to smile: "take your time. Don't worry. It's progress to
find the problem."

Half joking, he couldn't make kangmobei smile at all. Kangmobei stood up silently
and left without saying hello.

The blaster said that when the accident happened, he was distracted. Seeing what
seemed to happen in the distance, he pressed the blasting ahead of time as soon as he
was distracted. Lota instructed him to run quickly. Now that he was penniless, Lota
took all the things he had mastered and then left him alone, such as on-site monitoring,
films taken, materials used for blasting, etc

The progress of the investigation has reached a deadlock again, and conmobei is at a
loss.
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